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ABSTRACT

The equation for the conservation of irradiance is deduced from the paraxial wave equation. This formulation
is presented in an optics Masters course, with the aim of showing to students its utility in the recuperation of
the phase ofa wavefront withjust the measurement of irradiance.
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1. THEORY

From the paraxial wave equation

(2Iv +2ik--iu=O, (1)
'\ az)

I 2 2\
where V2 is the Laplacian operator I and u(r) = 2(r) exp(iço(r)) . Multiplyingôx ô)))
the left side ofequation (I) by U *(r) we obtain

2iku*u+u*V2u=O, (2)

Now taking the conjugate of equation (1) and multiplying the left side by u(r) we obtain

_2ikuu*+uV2u*=O. (3)

Subtracting equation (3) from (2) gives

(4)az )
Equation (4) may be simplified as follows

21k .(uuV+u*V2u_uV2u*=O. (5)

Since UU = I we have
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2ik(I)+u*V2u_uV2u*=O. (6)

To simplify the last equation we make use ofthe vector identity

u*V2u_uV2u*=V.(u*VuuVu*), (7)

thus equation (6) becomes

a
2ik—(I)+V•S=O, (8)

az

where S= U Vu —uVu . Since u(r) = " 2 exp(iço(r)) one obtains u Vu — uVu* 2ilVço
and thus equation (8) becomes, after simplification,

k-(I)+V(1V)=O. (9)

Now ifwe substitute the phase for kW , where the function W =W(x,y) is the aberration function,
we obtain the equation for conservation of irradiance

(I)+V•(1VW) =0. (10)
az

At this point we may recall that equation (10) is similar to equation for the conservation of electric charge.
Performing the volume integral of equation (9) and aplying the divergence theorem

SV (JVço)dv = J(JVco) da to the second term, one obtains Jdv + Jivw •da =0.
V S
Considering that V W and da are almost parallel and that dv =dadz , the integral is satisfied only if
al + Jvw = 0 , from which we finally obtain

vwi=—f (11)

ai
Equation (11) shows that the modulus of the gradient of the aberration function is equal to the term —

vi
which can be interpreted as a relative variation of I. Recording measurements of in two transverse

planes along the optic axis, we thus may obtain information on the aberration function.
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